
Fitness & Well-Being with Hooping, HoopDance, & Hula Hoops
by Allisone of SacramentoHoopDance.com

Physical Benefits
★burns up to 100 calories in 10 minutes
★Improves core strength
★improves balance & motor skills
★delivers a cardio-aerobic workout
★unwinds and realigns the spine
★strengthens back muscles
★boosts libido
★improves posture & alignment
★improves flexibility & dexterity
★deepens the breath
★develops a sense of natural rhythm

Mental & Spiritual Benefits
๏promotes laughter
๏boosts self-esteem & confidence
๏quiets / focuses the mind
๏establishes boundaries around the body
๏promotes happiness & a sense of well being
๏relieves stress
๏develops trust in one’s own body
๏encourages creativity and imagination
๏establishes connectedness to the body
๏centers & calms the emotions
๏develops a “yes I can!” attitude 
Benefits adapted from the book Hooping : A Revolutionary 
Fitness Program by Christabel “HoopGirl” Zamor

Contact Allisone anytime for information about weekly 
classes, custom hoops, private lessons, special 
event entertainment & performances with dazzling 

LED hoops! www.AllisOne.me
call or text : (916) 396 - 9802  

email : ALLisONE360@icloud.com

HOOP CARE 
• If you treat your hoop with love, you 

will have a loyal dance partner for life!
• Hooping on carpet, grass & 

hardwood floor is best to keep the 
tape intact -- concrete & asphalt can 
cut & scrape the tape when the hoop 
is dropped. *re-taping services also 
available at a nominal fee :)

• Never leave your hoop in the car or 
sun - the hoop could warp &/or age 
the tape very quickly, leading to brittle 
shiny tape & gummy cloth tape. 

• When opening and closing 
collapsible  Infinity hoops, hold hands 
loosely over joint connections and 
rotate gently towards one another, 
then fold the figure 8 shape in half, 
tucking one side in the other to keep 
it together :) When opening the hoop 
back up, give it gentle pumps once 
it’s in full size to round out the joint 
connection points. Never leave your 
hoop collapsed for long periods of 
time (24-48+ hours))

... heighten intuitive powers, increases concentration
✦Labradorite ~ Protects entire aura, imparting strength & 

perseverance, raises consciousness, banishes fear
✦Malachite ~ Allows new growth to take place, powerful 

cleanser of the emotional body
✦Rose Quartz ~ stone of unconditional love, enhances 

positive affirmations, invokes self-love
✦Selenite ~ Is said to inhibit the space between light & matter, 

induces clarity of mind & angelic consciousness, full of pure 
white light

✦Amethyst ~ Encourages love of the divine, promotes 
patience, calms & focuses the mind

✦Black Tourmaline ~ Highly protective stone, promotes 
self confidence, balances the mind

✦Carnelian ~ Stabilizes & grounds the hooper in the 
   present moment, promotes positive life choices
✦Citrine ~ Imparts joy to the hooper, allows natural 

wisdom to emerge, carries the energy of the sun, 
abundance, and creativity. 

✦Fluorite ~ Latin root of means “Flow”, helps to ...

I make each hoop by hand, and every one is “anchored” with crushed & powdered minerals to enhance 
the positive experience of your hoopdance & raise the etheric vibration! Each hoop contains a blend of :
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All-Level / Beginner-Friendly Group Hooping Classes 
Led by Hoopnotica® & HoopGirl® trained, licensed & insured instructor with 7+ years of experience, Allisone 
(Allison Miller)
*All hoops provided for use during class & are available for sale before/after classes
• Year Round Weekly Class (Indoors) Mondays, 6-7 pm @ La Sierra Community Center (5325 Engle Road, 

Carmichael, CA 95608; held in Sierra Room 1) $10 for one class / $35 for the whole month *checks to “CRPD” 
or cash only accepted*

• Seasonal Special Workshops (*Spring & Summer only) Outdoors @ 3200 McKinley Blvd in the Park - 
Specific topics for beginners to advanced hoopers ~ check www.SacramentoHoopDance.com/learn for dates 
& workshop topics!; cash, checks to “Allison Miller” and credit cards accepted

• Private & Small - Group instruction also available @ your location, please contact Allisone to schedule a 
session! Discounts available for packs of multiple classes purchased at one time or for small groups - split the 
rate with friends or family and save! :)

from : http://www.hooping.org/2003/08/how-to-hula-hoop/
How To Hula Hoop
Here’s an easy two-step lesson on how to hula hoop.

1. Make sure you have the right size hula hoop!

If you’re using a kid-sized hoop, forget it! Most hula hoops that you can buy at stores like Target or Toys R Us are 
kid-sized. Unless you’re the size a child, a child-sized hoop is not going to work for you — especially not if you’re 
a beginner! You’ll save yourself a lot of heartache (and gain a lot of fun) if you make or buy a hoop that’s the right 
size for you (typically 40 - 46” inches if you’re an average size adult, smaller or larger depending on your frame 
size & height) What’s the right size? Try this: Stand with your hoop in front of you. The general rule of thumb is 
that a hoop should stand somewhere between your navel and nipple height, although some compensation 
should be made for your waist size, too. General rule of thumb: The bigger you are, the bigger the hoop should 
be. Larger hoops will rotate slower, making getting started easier. Smaller than that will make the hoop rotate 
faster, which is more challenging, although smaller hoops may be useful for certain tricks.

2. Put one foot in front of the other, and shift your weight

Hold the hoop against your back. You can start it a little above your waist. Then, push the hoop around your 
waist, and shift your weight back and forth on your feet to keep the hoop moving. Easier said than done? Having 
trouble “keeping it up”? Here are some more tips:

• Many people try to move their hips in a circle with the hoop. This actually makes hooping much harder. Try this: 
put one foot in front of the other and just shift your weight back and forth from foot to foot. It’s less of a circular 
hip motion and more of just a rocking or pumping motion.

• In terms of which direction to hoop in, try ‘em both! You’ll know right away which one is right for you. I’ve found 
that right handed people generally hoop counter-clockwise, while lefties go clockwise, but many people are 
exceptions to this rule.

• Most of all: be patient! It can take a while to get the hang of it — don’t give up! If you get frustrated trying to get 
the hoop going around your waist, try hooping with your hands!

Remember : If you feel you really need some extra help, don’t hesitate to contact Allisone for private one-on-one 
lessons, small group (you + 2-4 of your friends or family members) instruction, or weekly group hoop classes :)
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